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Summary

The past 40 years have seen an increase in the involvement of private actors in environmental law. One of the best-known (and arguably best-loved) methods for public involvement is the citizen suit. This popular method of public enforcement of environmental permits (among other things) has been joined by the use of conservation easements. Conservation easements are increasingly used to meet permit mitigation requirements. When private nonprofits hold these exacted conservation easements, they assume the role of permit enforcers. It is their job to ensure that conservation easement terms are complied with, giving them oversight and control over one of the pivotal components of environmental permitting regimes. Land-trust-held exacted conservation easements privatize enforcement of environmental law, much as citizen suits do. However, exacted conservation easements differ from citizen suits in that they foreclose public enforcement instead of complementing it. Use of exacted conservation easements would improve if we apply lessons about public involvement and information from our citizen suit tradition.

In the 1970s, when state and federal legislatures passed most of our nation’s environmental laws, they did not contemplate the need for people power those laws embodied. Our environmental laws involve labor-intensive environmental review and permitting programs. The environmental review and permitting processes have only grown more comprehensive and cumbersome as we have learned more about environmental concerns and the potential impacts of our activities. For example, advances in conservation biology have improved our decisionmaking and environmental outcomes while also increasing the length and detail of things like endangered species permit reviews. The documents are longer, the public comments more numerous, and the need to consult more types of experts intensified. With numerous complicated permitting schemes, enforcement and oversight are vital mechanisms for success.

Several environmental laws led to this state of affairs. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 led to both intensive environmental review processes and protracted litigation involving agencies seeking to avoid or minimize their environmental review obligations. Pollution control laws—including the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA), and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)—created new systems of reporting and permitting that involved studies, monitoring, and inspection of various environmental hazards. The new laws of the 1970s also often required entire new agencies and institutions. We saw the birth of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) on the federal level, and even more organizations and offices in state and local governments.

The U.S. Congress enacted these laws because it identified serious concerns with environmental quality, but it did not necessarily understand what the scope of the problem was or the implications of the legal requirements. As EPA explained in the context of municipal and industrial waste: “The RCRA statute, regulations, and programs were created at a time when we did not know how much waste was produced or what happened to it. What we knew for certain was that the waste needed to be safely managed.”

Author’s Note: Many thanks to K.K. DuVivier for organizing the AALS panel from which this essay emerged and to Jim Olmsted for his helpful comments and perpetual enthusiasm.

6. Id. at 74.
With the goal of understanding and limiting environmental harm, Congress created comprehensive environmental protection programs that continue to expand to cover more entities and more areas.

I. The Role of Private Parties in Environmental Enforcement: The Birth of Citizen Suits

After the environmental reviews are complete and permits issued, the work does not (or at least should not) stop for environmental compliance agencies. Permits require ongoing oversight and stewardship. This can include things as varied as on-the-ground assessments to judicial enforcement actions. Numerous studies have demonstrated inadequate monitoring and underenforcement in environmental permitting programs. These problems generally stem from reduced budgets and inadequate staffing.

Whenever government support for environmental protection has flagged, environmentally conscious members of the community have stepped up to fill the gap. In 1970, Joe Sax called on community members to lobby and push for environmental laws and enforcement. From the beginning of the environmental law era, citizens have played important roles in the realization of environmental protection. For example, environmental review and permitting processes have public comment periods where members of the public can participate, giving their opinions and lending their expertise to agency decisionmaking.

An even more important role, however, is that of the citizen enforcer. Citizen prosecution has been called "perhaps the most pervasive, prominent, and continuing innovation in the modern environmental era." Several environmental laws—including the CAA, the CWA, and the Endangered Species Act (ESA)—have provisions enabling citizens to enforce parts of the environmental permitting programs. Under these laws, citizens can bring suit against public or private polluters in violation of their environmental permits. The citizen enforcement mechanisms (sometimes called private attorneys general) promote environmental protection and expand the number of eyes on a project. Using these provisions, nonprofit organizations have improved the effectiveness of our environmental laws by essentially adding staff to public environmental enforcement divisions and working to stem potential problems from agency capture.

Congress included citizen suit provisions in our environmental statutes due to concerns with agencies and their structure. There was recognition from the beginning that agencies may not have the capacity or interest in pursuing all permit violations. Public agencies have limited budgets, respond to local economic conditions, and may be sensitive to regulatory capture. If government enforcement were complete, there would be no need for private enforcers. Studies demonstrate that in times of reduced government enforcement, private enforcement actions increase. This is one of the reasons why citizen suits did not really blossom until the 1980s, when widespread concerns about lax government enforcement spurred nonprofits and concerned citizens to take matters into their own hands.

The success of citizen suits as an enforcement mechanism is tied to the availability of public information about
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things like pollutant discharges. Without knowledge of the permitting requirements, we would be slower to realize that citizen suits were needed. Such suits, however, are also limited by the availability of information. Unlike government officials, nonprofits and private citizens cannot enter private property to conduct on-site inspections. Citizen enforcers are heavily reliant on self-monitoring reports.

Environmental citizen suits appear to have increased the level of environmental protection or at least the level of environmental enforcement. Without citizen suits, key resources would have been polluted, endangered species habitat lost, and creatures threatened. Frankly, our waters and air would be dirtier. Citizen suits also have had two less direct effects.

First, citizen suits offer public entities a glimpse at the power they could wield as citizen enforcers early on. The Center for Biological Diversity had a better capacity to monitor and assess the needs of endangered species on BLM lands he worked on than he did. The BLM employee explained that he simply waited for the nonprofit (via litigation and letters to the agency) to tell him what he should be working on.

Second, citizen suits empowered nonprofit citizen groups. Long-standing environmental organizations like the Sierra Club hired attorneys and began to actively use the courts to seek improvements to ecosystem health. New organizations emerged in the 1970s, including NRDC (Natural Resources Defense Council) and EDF (Environmental Defense Fund). The newer organization recognized the power they could wield as citizen enforcers early on. Alongside the growth in citizen suits was the growth in the number of nonprofit environmental organizations. This is particularly easy to see with land conservation organizations (called land trusts). In 1970, there were fewer than 300 land trusts, today they number around 1,700.

II. Increasing Privatization: Are Conservation Easements the New Citizen Suit?

Citizen suits privatize environmental enforcement. While they do not (and indeed cannot) supplant federal enforcement, cases proceed and obtain favorable judgments leading to increased environmental protection. Where citizen groups actively engage in environmental enforcement, public enforcers have reduced burdens. Alongside the flourishing of private enforcement through citizen suits, public agencies began to involve private organizations in other aspects of environmental law. In particular, as private organizations have increasingly become involved in environmental permitting programs, they become enforcers of environmental law in another way. Specifically, land trusts are becoming involved in carrying out one of the main elements of environmental permitting programs: mitigation requirements. As stewards of mitigation, land trusts enforce environmental laws without bringing citizen suits.

Many environmental laws prohibit environmental degradation outright, but then allow for environmentally destructive activities by permit. Permit programs generally require that project proponents avoid, minimize, and mitigate environmental harms arising from the proposed project. For example, under §404 of the CWA, permittees receive permission to alter wetlands in exchange for promises to mitigate harm from that wetland alteration. Similarly, §10 of the ESA creates a permit program for incidental takes of endangered species. Under §10, developers can avoid criminal charges for violations of the take prohibition (i.e., harming individuals of a species or altering species’ critical habitat) by creating habitat conservation plans (HCPs) and receiving §10 incidental take permits. The HCP must outline procedures to mitigate negative impacts on listed species.

A. Land Trusts

Land trusts are nonprofit land conservation organizations. Among their land conservation strategies are holding fee-simple title and conservation easements over property that they have identified as worthy of protection. Some land
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trusts also work with public agencies to monitor and manage lands that they do not own.\textsuperscript{34} An even smaller number operate mitigation banks.\textsuperscript{35}

Land trusts often hold conservation easements associated with compensatory mitigation.\textsuperscript{36} These exacted conservation easements are created to satisfy mitigation requirements in numerous laws, including local land use ordinances, state laws protecting natural resources, and federal laws like the permitting programs of §404 of the CWA and §10 of the ESA.\textsuperscript{37} As holders of exacted conservation easements, land trusts have the task of stewarding an essential element of the environmental regulatory regime. They oversee and have enforcement responsibility for one of the major mitigation methods. Thus, as holders of conservation easements, land trusts enforce environmental laws in a way that can have just as much if not more impact on environmental protection as citizen suits.

B. Conservation Easement Basics

Conservation easements are nonpossessory interests in land that have environmental purposes.\textsuperscript{38} When a conservation easement burdens land, it either prohibits the landowner from doing something she would have otherwise been permitted to do or enables someone else to do something on her land that she would have been otherwise able to prohibit.\textsuperscript{39} Some conservation easements do both—restricting the landowner's behavior and giving the land trust rights or obligations to conduct activities on the land. The rules for conservation easements generally come from state law.\textsuperscript{40} These state laws define rules for conservation easements, including acceptable purposes and holders.\textsuperscript{41} They also sometimes detail the methods for termination or modification of the agreements.\textsuperscript{42} Almost all states allow government agencies and nonprofit organizations with conservation goals (i.e., land trusts) to hold conservation easements.\textsuperscript{43}

Conservation easements look like private contracts but are actually servitudes,\textsuperscript{44} usually burdening land in perpetuity.\textsuperscript{45} They are a favored tool of permit-issuing agencies for preservation components of compensatory mitigation. For example, where a mitigation program requires preservation of existing wetlands, agencies want a guarantee that the preservation will be more than temporary. One way to do this is to use property law tools to restrict potential conflicting land uses on the preserved wetlands. Traditional covenants may work in some jurisdictions and on some properties, but increasingly agencies are requiring conservation easements. These perpetual restrictions can circumscribe the use of land and help to ensure that the wetlands remain wetlands.\textsuperscript{46}

C. Conservation Easements as Private Environmental Enforcement

Like citizen suits, conservation easements can be used to privatize environmental law enforcement. Conservation easements exacted under environmental permitting schemes play a central role in environmental protection. Thus, ensuring the viability and permanence of such conservation easements is a necessary step in meeting environmental protection goals. Enforcement of environmental permits should include monitoring and enforcement of the mitigation associated with the permits. If the mitigation required in exchange for a permit is not meaningful, the permit should not be allowed to remain in operation. Oversight of permits is challenging generally; oversight of the mitigation projects is even more complicated.

Although similar to citizen suits because they put nonprofit environmental organizations in the role of enforcer, conservation easements differ from citizen suits because they impede public enforcement mechanisms. Citizen suit provisions supplement public enforcement. Indeed, if the permitting agency decides to pursue its own enforcement action, the citizen enforcer must step aside. With conservation easements, the structure is quite different. In many cases, the land trust is the sole entity that has the ability to enforce the agreement. It is not clear that the permitting agency has an ability to enforce the terms of the agreement unless it is included in the language of the conservation easement deed as a third-party enforcer.
D. Uncertainty Regarding Land Trust Enforcement Capacity

There are no specific requirements for land trusts holding exacted conservation easements. State conservation easement laws detail what types of organizations are permissible holders, but these standards are broad and it is not even clear that they would apply to land trusts operating under a federal scheme. There is no specification as to size, capacity, or experience of the land trust. There are no regulations requiring them to follow certain procedures.

The Land Trust Alliance has created an accreditation program for land trusts and has its own standards and practices that it urges land trusts to follow. Accreditation, a form of private standard setting, is voluntary, and the Alliance is limited in the number of accreditation applications it can process each year. Public agencies governing the mitigation processes have not required accreditation.

When it comes to stewardship of conservation easements used for mitigation, there are no requirements for monitoring reports or continued public oversight. The land trusts appear to have a free hand in amending, terminating, and enforcing the conservation easements. While accreditation repercussions or obligations related to tax or charitable trust law maintain checks on the land trusts, the environmental laws (and the environmental permitting agencies) do not have a voice in key decisions regarding the conservation easements. Land trust power to shape conservation easement boundaries and rules means that these private organizations have the power to shape mitigation policy. Their role as holder of conservation easements places them in the role of private enforcer of environmental permitting laws, even though they do not have a direct connection to the permit document or permit issuance.

E. Challenges to Conservation Easement Enforcement

The citizen suit provisions of environmental law do not appear to extend to enforcing conservation easements. While citizens can bring actions for permit violations, what route for relief do they have where the conservation easement associated with the permit is violated? State law generally limits enforcement of conservation easements to the parties to the agreement (with some exceptions for adjoining landowners, attorneys general, and a few specified state agencies). If a conservation easement is violated, arguably the permit is violated. This should enable a cause of action against the permit holder, but the remedy may be unsatisfying. The permit holder may have little connection to the conservation easement and no control over it.

Revocation of the permit may not obtain the sought-after environmental benefit.

To even get to the point where a citizen considers bringing suit however, the citizen would have to be able to learn about the conservation easement. This is no simple task. It is common for permits to require conservation easements without detailing where the conservation easement will be, who will hold it, or what its terms will be. Public agencies rarely maintain a legal interest in the conservation easements (by becoming co-holders or third-party enforcers, for example).

Citizen suits for enforcement are built on the availability of information about environmental permits. That information is lacking with conservation easements. Although both the permits and conservation easements are public documents, they are not easy to obtain or track down. Where one can obtain a permit, it may be difficult to also get a copy of the conservation easement that embodies the mitigation required in the permit. The mitigation details, the very elements we want to enforce, may thus be hidden from view. For example, I examined the §10 ESA permit for San Bruno Mountain in San Mateo County, California.

Examining the associated HCP revealed references to the developers’ intention to use habitat easements to meet mitigation needs. The plan did not explain in any detail what the conservation easements would look like, where they would be located, or who would hold them. Tracking down those conservation easements was challenging. Repeated phone calls and e-mails to the public agencies, consultants, and developers only yielded one conservation easement (even though many acknowledged that conservation easements were used pervasively in the project). Thus, even where I knew conservation easements were operating, I could not locate copies of them or learn who held them. Citizen enforcers are likely to face similar challenges.

Beyond locating permits and associated mitigation documents, it can be difficult to determine when permit violations occur. First, if we can’t find the documents, we have no way of knowing whether the mitigation programs are being carried out correctly (if at all). Under the ESA, citizens can bring suit against permit violators (or indeed
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56. This is not to say, however, that there are no ongoing efforts to catalog and locate conservation easements. By far, the largest such effort is the National Conservation Easement Database whose goal is "providing a comprehensive picture of the estimated 40 million acres of conservation easement lands," [http://www.conservationeasement.us/]. For a comprehensive discussion of the need for transparent and easy to use conservation easement databases and recording systems, see James L. Olmsted, The Invisible Forest: Conservation Easement Databases and the End of the Clandestine Conservation of Natural Lands, 74 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 51 (2011).
any violators of the statute). But the struggle of finding the information makes it challenging to learn when permit violations occur. Furthermore, because conservation easements burden private land, access to the property to assess compliance is limited to those parties recognized in the conservation easement deed.

Capacity and oversight concerns merge with the issue of enforcement. Repercussions for lack of enforcement are unclear. What do we do when private groups are not good at environmental protection? There are lots of flaws with public actors, but avenues for recourse against public actors are a bit clearer. We have a general sense of what our legal and political options are when we do not think that a public agency is doing the right thing, but this gets harder when we are looking at the actions of a private party. What happens when the land trust does not enforce the conservation easement? This may happen by mistake (the land trust does not realize that there is a violation) or quite consciously. The land trust may decide that the infractions are not worth the expense of enforcement and litigation. The land trust may determine that the property is not really that valuable. Thus, whether the decision not to enforce is due to a lack of capacity or is strategic, it is not clear what recourses are available when enforcement does not occur.

III. Lessons Conservation Easements Can Learn From Citizen Suits

Current market problems have led to cash-strapped environmental enforcement agencies. Public agencies without funding to support desired levels of environmental enforcement may rely on citizen suits to guide enforcement actions. Moreover, agencies might view conservation easements as an attractive option for environmental protection generally, and for permit mitigation requirements specifically. Land-trust-held and administered conservation easements have the power to improve environmental health without requiring cumbersome public oversight and involvement. Yet, as articulated above, conservation easements as a mode of public enforcement leave much to be desired in terms of public information and accountability.

The nontrivial concerns raised above concerning conservation easements indicate a need to change the current structure of private enforcement efforts. One approach would be to limit the role of conservation easements. If the structure of conservation easement deeds is such that improving oversight and involving others in enforcement will degrade the strengths of the tool, perhaps conservation easements should not play a role in environmental permitting schemes. Alternatively, perhaps there are ways to treat the private actors (land trusts) more like public actors, applying public information and accountability laws to these entities. If we think of stewardship of exacted conservation easements (or mitigation conservation easements) as a type of private enforcement of environmental laws, perhaps citizen suits can offer some guidance for improvement.

Citizen suits thrive on information. Increasing the availability of information about conservation easements can foster improved environmental protection. Simply increasing public scrutiny often results in improved environmental compliance from regulated entities. A similar effect may be present with land trusts. Public attention to land trust activities may improve environmental protection outcomes. Clearly, associating conservation easements with the underlying permits can also work to help members of the public (and even agencies themselves) track mitigation programs.

Adding some level of review of land trust actions would go even further. This can be as simple as including permitting agencies as third-party enforcers (or making them co-holders of the conservation easements). Such agency involvement could provide an avenue for enforcing these permit obligations through agency-forcing actions (e.g., bringing suit against an agency for failing to properly monitor or enforce conservation easements). Adding explicit judicial review to the mix could also improve environmental protection outcomes. While parties to conservation easements can bring judicial actions regarding enforcement or to challenge terms, there are no clear mechanisms for agencies or members of the public to do so—not even the permit holder or permit issuer. Uncertainty in standing requirements, along with a lack of citizen suit provision for conservation easements, hampers enforcement challenges by anyone other than the signatories to the agreement.

As understanding of environmental ills increases, so too does the need for a public response to those problems. To meet this growing need in an era of shrinking budgets, public agencies are turning to nonprofit environmental organizations and other community members for help. Not all private options are created equal. When private enforcers supplant instead of complement public programs, we should be increasingly suspect. By examining two types of private enforcement of environmental laws, this Article highlights why programs like citizen suits that involve the private citizens but do not crowd out public enforcers are democracy-enhancing and likely to lead to improved environmental health. Programs using land trusts to enforce permit mitigation requirements, on the other hand, hide information from public eyes and may complicate efforts at environmental protection.
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